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Hello. Good afternoon. 
First of all, thank you very much for coming here to listen to our projects. I hope not to bore 
you. And I'm also sorry for my english. I hope to be clear and understandable. 
As you can see, my postdoctoral research project is titled “Scraping politics. Innovation & 
citizen expertise on reducing, reusing and recycling e-waste”. I started this project in the 
middle of January and it will finish in January 2014.

**
Iʼd like to start my presentation with a sentence of OʼBrien that says...“To imagine 
waste...is to imagine the world in which it is produced”.

Thatʼs the reason I want to make this research: because paying attention to electronic 
waste, maybe, weʼll let us know a bit better how the world is produced but also, imagine 
how it could be.

This research is sited on the interdisciplinary field of social studies of science and 
technology, ecology and politics. And as the title says, I want to look at the daily innovative 
and very mundane practices & knowledges that emerge from the borders, from citizenship 
and other invisible spaces and agents that move out of formal and institutional places, 
where political decisions about e-waste are made. The aim of it is to propose 
comprehensive policy measures against the accelerating cycle of technological 
consumption and problems associated with high rate of electronic waste. At the same time, 
we want to analyse the 'expertized' role of citizenship on (re) defining “bottom-up” politics 
and also broadening technological responses over a controversial issue like the ecological 
effects of the information's society.
**
Letʼs see how electronic waste has become an ecological and socio-technical 
problem...here there are some figures:

Europe produces 10.3 million tons per year of electronic waste, about a quarter of the 
world's total amount and it's expected this number to rise up to 12.3 million tonnes a year 
by 2020. The report "2008 Review of Directive 2002/96 of the European Parliament and 
the Council on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)" (2008) reveals that 
today in Europe only the 25% of medium sized appliances and the 40% of large 
equipments are collected for being recovered and recycled. The number for small 
appliances is close to zero, leaving a "substantial space for improvement." Moreover, from 
a report elaborated by United Nations University with StEP (2010), it’s considered that very 
likely, the increase in sales of mobile phones, computers and other electronic products can 
influence public health and environment in those countries hardly prepared to handle 
waste.



**
Part of the problem is due to socio-technical conditions that promote unsustainable 
patterns of technology's consumption cycle (Shove et al. 2007a; Watson & Shove, 2008).
The constant need of software updates and equipment replacement creates "an illusion of 
eternal progress leading to an unstoppable and undeniable chain of use-scrap-
replacement" (obsoletos.org). As Fascendi (2009) states in his communications about 
computers' recycling, "the electronics industry makes an effort to create the illusion of 
obsolescence, to convince people that they need to change their computers, phones, 
cameras and other equipment in increasing shorter periods". It is still the small consumer 
to whom it urges more to make aware and encourage on the collection of waste (UNU, 
2008), as governments, corporations and other large organizations are those who have 
more easy access to formal channels of technological waste recycling.
**
These problems we describe are the reverse of the so-called Information and Knowledge 
Society (Robert, & Mackenzie, 2006). Access to electronic communications and the 
availability of perennial updated information has transformed our lives and social habits in 
a positive way. However, these changes are also associated with an environmental 
problem that requires the involvement of governments, industry and citizens. From many 
international forums, it's pointed out that the challenge means to act and design future 
policies that turn the current problem into an opportunity to move towards an ecological 
electronic economy. Achim Steiner, Deputy General Secretary of the United Nations and 
Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme (PNUMA), has even 
argued that, in addition to reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, preventing health 
problems and recovering precious metals, a more appropriate waste recycling may create 
jobs. To solve this problem, the European Union (EU) provides general measures to 
prevent the formation of electrical and electronic waste and promote their reuse, recycling 
and recovery, in order to reduce its quantity and also improve environmental results of 
economic agents involved in its management. This directive means to bet on a model of 
environmental policy based on Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), a principle that 
promotes environmental improvement through the extension of the responsibilities of 
products' manufacturers at different times in their entire life, especially in retirement, 
recycling and final disposal.
**
However, this policy proposal highlights several gaps and areas for improvement:

1) Firstly, the fact that these measures focus primarily on the stage of recycling (collection, 
treatment, valuation and elimination), shows a lack of ecological culture in their approach 
as the stage of recycling is only considered as the last step of the cycle of ecological 
habits. So it can be able to happen a responsible consumption that minimize waste at 
maximum, it's necessary to stress on the earlier stages of reduction and reuse, even if it 
means questioning the current economic model, based on consumption.
Thus, a more sustainable solution, particularly relevant at a time of economic crisis like the 
present, should address to the source of the problem: waste and unnecessary 
consumption, facilitated by the availability of credit in the previous years to the global 
recession, and supported by software and hardware industries. In some authors' opinion 
(Tang, 2009), the most sustainable solution to reduce and eliminate the levels of e-waste is 
to prevent consumption and to change social attitudes towards the needs of constant 
"update". It means that following the current debates on ecological models of consumption 
(Greenpeace, 2010) (the rule of the seven Rs), the results of our research should allow us 
to design solutions addressed to the stages of reduction, reuse and recycling of e-waste, 
but also they will allow us to:



Rethink the habits, and lifestyles of citizens in relation to electronic components 
(hardware) to differentiate the basic needs from the superfluous ones.
Reallocate certain products and other e-waste components into other production and 
consumption cycles.
And think about how to:
Restructure the economic system to avoid unnecessary production of goods and the 
increase in electronic waste.
Redistribute economic and technological resources in a more socially equitable way and 
less damaging form to the environment.

2) Secondly, the kind of political proposal by EU is an example of how knowledge society 
is transforming the conditions of participation in public and political life and the quality and 
nature of democratic mechanisms in contemporary societies (Barthe, 2006; Callon, 
Lascoumes and Barthe, 2001; Marres, 2007): actual responses to e-waste is a case of 
public controversy that becomes a discussion where the role of scientists, technicians and 
industry is being more and more important while the citizenship is moving away from the 
places of decisions and influence. Macro-policy proposals designed "from above" like 
these, which merely affect the legislative level and only consider the active role of 
companies and industry, obviate the creative and innovative potential of informal practices 
and knowledge of citizenship.

3) Specifically, in the field of e-waste & politics literature, and as a proof of this widespread 
interest in purely legal and legislative macro-social aspects, there is abundance of articles 
and reports dedicated, basically, to analysing and comparing different local and state 
public policies (Saphores et al., 2007; Kipperberg , 2007; Nnorom et al., 2009; Boran,
2004; Streicher-Porte, 2005; Kunacheva, 2009, Sluis, 2010). However, according to two 
documents (“White Paper on European Governance” and “Science and Society Action 
Plan”), one of the most remarkable concerns for the EU is the need to promote a wider 
dialogue between techno-science and lay people and also explore possible ways of 
involve them. In this sense, valuing the participation and expertise of citizens and paying 
attention to creative informal and lay practices (Epstein, 1995) in relation to the reduction 
and reuse of e-waste, can provide relevant information and knowledge for the design of 
closer, more inclusive public policies and more adjusted responses to daily lives, needs
and motivations of citizenship. Simultaneously, it can also give relevant information for the 
design (Shove et al. 2007b) of technological devices more environmentally friendly and 
easily reusable and recyclable. In other words, lay citizens' participation is more and more 
important and strategical as they become expert agents with capacity to produce, manage 
and use critically techno-scientific innovations (Epstein, 1995; Domènech, et al., 2002; 
Callon y Rabeharisoa, 2003; Callon, 2003; Rabeharisoa, 2006). 

Although it is true that only isolated informal proposals cannot be the sole basis for solving 
the overproduction of technological waste, it can be considered as a way to pay more 
attention on the problem and as an available mean to citizens to encourage better and 
more creative consumption habits. This also facilitates the integration and political 
convergence (Hess, 2005) between the current systems of formal and informal recycling. 
Definitely, a participatory and inclusive process in designing the legal framework that 
considers the plurality of agents (specially, lay people) and technological uses is a 
prerequisite for successful technological implementation and subsequent adoption but also 
for a more democratic society.
**
Then, once exposed the reason of our proposal, we can say that our main objective is...
To analyse how innovative and creative informal practices carried out by lay citizens in e-



waste may become potential experting processes to democratize technological 
knowledge's production and public politics.

Through the analysis of their concrete techno-ecological proposals, we will show two main 
things:

a) the role of these 'other' experts on redefining the production of knowledge and techno-
science's logic,

b) but also their role on the creation and contesting of public and political sphere (Marres, 
2007), increasing and transforming its sense of democracy.

This will let us know how these experiences and initiatives re-define critically the 
relationship between technology and politics on the contemporary complex societies,
specially, on the interconnected field that emerge from applying an ecological vision to the 
Information Society.
**
What I want to expose you now are my first steps approaching to the field of e-waste, how 
Iʼve delimited and started outlining the topic, the object, and how this first work will let me 
define my next steps on fieldwork.

First of all, before starting my project, I set up a wordpress blog where Iʼve been compiling 
different news, documents and materials about e-waste but also references of groups, 
projects & people working or interested on it. This space tries to be also a reference space 
for those people who are interested in my own project. itʼs thought to be as the public face 
of my work, where I can publish and share the projectʼs advances, data, publications, 
events, etc. It also tries to be a moment for returning the results of the research to the 
participants.

http://politicadechatarra.wordpress.com

Well, this work of compilation of experiences and information about e-waste around the 
world has been the input for designing an e-waste cartography (in progress). 

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/39836/e-Waste-Cartography#!date=2012-05-
02_09:43:18!

With this cartography, thanks to a website-tool called TIKI-TOKI, Iʼve tried to order the 
information and visualise the involved agents, their relationships & -practical and 
discursive- positions
around e-waste. This is a timeline that represents the lifespan of a laptop computer and 
Iʼve located all this agents and practices in every lifespanʼs stages and more usual 
problems that use to affect computers.

Basically, Iʼve dedicated 5 categories to order this information depending on their space of 
action:
- Industry (design & production)
- Institutions (governments & governmental organizations)
- Market (distributions & sells)
- 3rd Sector (NGOs & social organizations)
- Citizenship and informal groups

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/39836/e-Waste-Cartography#!date=2012-05-02_09:43:18
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/39836/e-Waste-Cartography#!date=2012-05-02_09:43:18


and 2 more categories for pointing:
- the main conflicts around e-waste
- the general strategies proposed for avoiding or confronting it.

**
The idea is being able to visualise the controversial points, the empty spaces that 
represent an opportunity of improvement, the presences and the absences of different 
agents in relation to this matter. Also, despite I tried to start from a very local level 
(approaching the e-waste in Spain), it soon becomes a wider global problem where 
political, technical, ecological, economical and health dimensions are closely entangled.

Methodologically, the disadvantage of trying to simulate the real time of a computer’s 
lifespan is that there are periods when the network of agents densifies and the activities 
mount up. That’s the case of the moment of “production” and the moment of “collection 
and recycle”. It makes difficult to see clearly what is happening. And there are also other 
moments when there is almost no action, such as the daily use of the computer. 
Nevertheless, this weakness is useful to highlight the spaces that aren’t being intervened, 
the possibilities of improvement. 

Another problem associated to this system (or maybe to my way of ordering the 
information) is the difficulty in deciding to whom agents to attribute which actions. For 
example, the hardware failures. Although, this difficulty is also an opportunity for 
visualising the grey zones of uncertainty where agency is still being fixed or in controversy.
Then, for example, although a hardware failure is a problem for the final user, To whom is 
being attributed its responsibility?...Which agents participate on this matter? Or if
it’s a fail due to planned obsolescence, How are agencies and responsibilities distributed? 
Is it a matter of use and wearing out? Or can we redefine it as an industrial
boycott? How to distinguish both kinds of failures? Doubtless, this tool offers us an useful 
outlook but quite lineal and simplistic way of showing the different types of involvement, 
positions and participation.

As a result of this initial and small empirical analysis, we have been able to draw some 
questions and preliminary topics that we’ll need to deep on and prove through our 
fieldwork. There also appear some questions that exceed our research objectives but we 
consider relevant to mention. These questions and topics will help us to design the scripts 
of future observations and interviews and our working guidelines for being explored by the 
ethnography and other qualitative methods. Let’s see, very quickly, which are the main 
conflicts & strategies around and against e-waste. And how can we translate them into 
some research questions.
**
First of all, in the lifespan's stage dedicated to design & production, we can see three main 
conflicts:
1) The planned obsolescence introduced by industrial design in their devices: a policy of 
planning or designing a product with a limited useful life, so it will become obsolete, 
unfashionable or no longer functional after a certain period of time. Sometimes, 
deliberative depreciation of earlier version of a technology is used in the software industry. 
The limited support lifetime of the product as part of its licensing agreement can be also a 
pressure measure aligned with the planned obsolescence by producers. This kind of 
decisions are part of a discipline known as value engineering and we can find cases of 
technical, systemic, notified or by depiction obsolescence.

2) The shortage of some needed but scant materials, such as coltan, for the 



manufacturers of electronic devices like mobile phones or computers has raised wars 
between different interest groups of population in countries like Congo, where the 80% of 
the world reserves of coltan are located. This natural richness of resources is not a benefit 
for its citizens but the driving force of a civil war that still last after 15 years. The high and 
incontrollable entropy that implies to reuse recovered materials after recycling, would be 
an energetic and material limit when one of the main objectives of industry is to produce 
faster and more powerful computers.

3) In 1982, groundwater contamination was discover throughout Silicon Valley near high-
tech manufacturing facilities. Though the industry seemed "clean", toxic chemicals were 
being leaked out of underground storage tanks. Workers in factories' facilities were also 
being exposed to hazardous chemicals on the job: hundreds of people inside and outside 
the factories began developing cancer, reproductive problems and other illness. Since 
then, the industry has moved much of its manufacturing overseas where labor is cheaper 
and environmental protections weaker. As in Silicon Valley, similar stories have arisen from 
far away places about the dangers of high-production and, as we'll see later, dumping of e-
waste. Wherever the high-tech industry exists, it often leaves a wake of unintended 
collateral damage. And it's often the most impoverished workers and communities who are 
disproportionately affected. 

**
Nevertheless, some responses have emerged and, in most of the cases, have turn these 
invisible matters into pubic conflicts.
1) In the case of planned obsolescence, we find:
- Internal boycott from HP workers who, as a response to the adjustment policies from the 
company, released public and anonymously the instructions for recovering the HP printers 
after their planned collapse.
- The European directive and the Spanish law that encourage producers and designers to 
take into account and facilitate dismantling and recovery, specially, the reuse and recycling 
of WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment), their components and materials.
- The Pressure groups such as SOP (Without Planned Obsolescene) Movement, in Spain.
- or The Open Source Hardware proposals, which are physical artifacts of technology 
designed and offered in the same manner as Free Open Source Software. That is, the 
Open Source Culture concept and proposals are applied to a variety of hardware 
components. One of the most well known proposals is Arduino prototyping platform. 

**
2) In the case of the conflict around basic materials,
- Some voices from ecological forums have emerged and reclaim the reuse of recovered 
materials from recycling, despite of the practical entropic restrictions I mentioned.
- There are also some pressure groups who reclaim the application of an International 
System of Verification, similar to that with the World Market of diamonds, to ensure that 
some material resources like coltan is not financing violence.
**
In the case of conflicts around toxics:
- There are pressure groups, like SVTC (Silicon Valley Toxic Coallition), where workers, 
ecologists, technicians and factories' surrounding communities have joint to reclaim more 
sanitary and ecological control over the producers and their process of manufacturing and 
managing the toxics implied on it.
- There is also a Directive from the United Nations on the restriction of the use of certain 
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. This directive, closely linked 
to the previous European Directive and Spanish Law, restricts the use of six hazardous 



materials and two flame retardants in the manufacture of various types of electronic 
devices.
**
As a result of these controversies around design & production of computers, we ask:
* How do people deal with “time in design” (Eno et al., 2004) in case of their computers?
* If computer design from Industry is not made “FOR repair & maintenance” (Graham & 
Thrift, 2007) -for lasting-, how can it be done from people’s everyday usage?...How are 
people responding to a design-production align with capitalist interests and consumption 
society?...Which are their material, economical, social and epistemic limits and conditions?
* If we define (planned) obsolescence as a “sabotage”, How do people negotiate & revert 
this sabotage?...What about wished or self-sabotage (Gregson et al. 2009)?
* How to turn the hardware “failures” and crashes into “productive failures” (Graham & 
Thrift, 2007) in order to create knowledge and empowerment for/by citizens?
* What does a “green” computer mean for every involved agent?...and for users? How do 
people reappropriate, in practice, the “green” discourses around “ecological”, “energetic 
efficiency”, etc..., partially and depoliticized used by computing marketing ?
* Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present computing design & production 
(and the involved agents)?...Who is/isn’t recognized as “citizen”/expert by the actual 
design & production system?...Who and how is reclaiming their citizenship (Mouffe, 1993) 
and expertise (Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; Jasanoff, 2005)?
* Which role are citizens playing (or could play) for producing more “green, lasting & fair” 
computers?... Which are their present and potential connections & disconnections for 
getting it?
**
The second group of conflicts appear at the moment of computers consumption and during 
all their useful life. Basically,

- The obsolescence perceived by users (but also carefully planned by industry) by which 
only some changes in new and just released computers' design make us believe that we 
are oldfashioned. 
and also...
- The short lifespan of computers and their high speed consumption would be result of the 
combination of some previous conflicts like planned and perceived obsolescence. But also 
the sum of the constant need of software updates and the unsustainable patterns of 
consumption facilitated by: a) the available credit in the previous years to the global 
recession, and b) the extremely low prices of new devices, due to the reduction of 
manufacturing costs by their externalization. This material and economical factors make 
people choose to change and buy a new computer before repairing it or  some other 
solutions.

**
Taking into account that more than the 80% of the energy used during a computer's life is 
spent in its manufacturing process, from some ecological forums, there are three main 
advices to confront the perceived obsolescence: 1) Firstly, to think twice if we really need 
to buy it or no; and then, in case of an affirmative answer, to opt for a 2nd hand or "green" 
computer guided by some published reports that analyses different products through some 
international criteria like Star Label and EPEAT ranking.
**
For trying to extend computer's lifespan, people can follow some tips in order to save 
energy, can install Linux (as it doesn't demand so many resources as other Operative 
Systems) and consult several public manuals & guides about how to change certain 
components, or how to do some small DIY mending, repairs & maintenance on 



computers. There are virtual communities like iFixit or physical places like hacklabs, 
bricolabs or other community workshops where people can share their knowledges, tricks 
and experiences with others users by quite horizontal relationships. 
**
As a result of these controversies around consumption & daily use of computers, we want 
to know:

* Which are citizens’ consuming habits around computers (Silverstone, 1994; Lury, 1996; 
Shove, 2004, 2005)?...Which factors influence the decision of buying or renewing a 
computer?... How do users deal with “perceived obsolescence” in their daily life?
* If high-speed, aesthetics, capacity, power, lightness & portability are the discursive 
promises from companies for inoculating “perceived obsolescence”, How do people try to 
get them just from their daily creative use, maintenance (Graham & Thrift, 2007; Gregson 
et al., 2009), repair (Dant, 2010) and hacking (Jordan, 2006) practices?
* Which are the material conditions and limits for displaying these innovative 
practices?...Which are the pragmatic dimensions (Dant, 2008) of these material 
interactions & negotiations between objects, users & scripts?
* How do users create, by this reappropriation practices, innovative products and 
opportunities that revert to new designs (Ingram, Shove & Watson, 2007)?
* Which kind of knowledges, expertises and resources are mobilized by citizens in the 
display of these daily and informal (Vervips & Meyer, 2001; Watson & Shove, 2008) tactics 
& strategies?
* Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present consumption patron and 
computing market?...Who is/isn’t recognized as “citizen” and expert?...Who and how is 
reclaiming their citizenship (Mouffe, 1993) and expertise (Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; 
Jasanoff, 2005)?
**
Finally, the most well-known conflict around computer's lifespan has to do with e-waste 
proper: It's the proved fraud at computers returning and recycling process, which 
generates a whole illegal system parallel to that officially formalized and regulated by 
institutions. The Spanish Consumers & Users Organization (OCU) has just uncovered a 
fraud in the Waste Electric and Electronic Equipments (WEEE) treatment. They put some 
radio transmitter in 15 electrical appliances and leave them in different Municipal Selective 
Collection Points. The idea was to follow constantly their geographical position for proving 
if, as Public Prosecutor's Office states, there is a massive fraud in waste treatment. The 
result, presented a few days ago, was categorical: of 15 appliances, only 6 were treated 
correctly. The rest of 15 ended up in illegal dumps, scrapyards, and even there were three 
of them located in a "shadow zone". They lost track of them but suspect that maybe are 
inside a container, waiting for being exported. Several reports explain and denounce the 
situation: despite of the Basil Convention, different western countries export their e-waste 
pretending to be 2nd hand goods or a donation, a gesture of solidarity, to more 
impoverished countries in order to avoid the "digital divide". This is the case of UK or 
Spain, as some keyboards with the Ñ letter were also found. In the other side of importer 
countries, we can find Ghana, China, India, Pakistan, Vietnam, Bangladesh and others.
The side effects of this fraud is the contamination, health hazards and environmental 
damages to these countries' population and environments. That's why most of this e-waste 
is burnt and destroyed without the appropriate security measures. The material is 
opencast burnt and, in many cases, those who recycle it are children exposed to toxic 
contamination levels that, in Europe, would be considered as intolerable for the organism.
The flourishing electronic industry only would be possible by resorting to this kind of 
colonial practices.
**



Apart from the failed legal measures, like the Basel Convention and the Extended 
Producer Responsibility, there are some other experiences and proposals actively involved 
in this conflict. Some of the most well-known are:
- Pressure groups demanding to ask manufacturers about their real responsibility on 
recycling their products. If they charge computers for being correctly returned, recycled 
and finally treated, they should guarantee that it's being done correctly. Users want to 
know the exact amount they pay in concept of "recycling", the amount that producers 
come in from users, the amount they expend on recycling and, of course, what do they do 
with the difference.
- Other pressure groups, alliance of ecologists against Incineration and communities in 
developing countries, ask for some better security and health measures and for more legal 
control of this illegal exporting activities by authorities.
- In the case of informal recyclers in developing countries like India, they are trying to 
defend their only way of earning a bit. After authorities and institutions realise how much 
money is circulating through these informal recycling circuits, they want to formalize and 
control it in order to increase their incomes. As a response, informal recyclers are starting 
to set up cooperatives and union recyclers for defending their rights.

**
As a result of these controversies around e-waste treatment, we want to know:
* How can we depict our present Spanish “e-Waste Regime” (Gille, 2010)?...Who are their 
different political effects for?
* How long is a computer’s life from citizens’ point of view? How do people negotiate it? 
When and why to discharge a computer?
* If we define waste as “any material we have failed to use” (Gourlay, 1992; Bulkeley & 
Gregson, 2009), Why do people fail to use e-materials?...Which different conditions make 
people fail or success on it?
* Which innovative and informal practices do citizens make for dealing with e-waste 
(Gregson, Metcalfe & Crewe, 2007)?...How do citizens give birth, “flow down”, to new 
products from ewaste (Gregson et al. 2010a)? How does it revert the process to new 
designs (Ingram, Shove & Watson, 2007)?
* Which factors help or difficult this performative materials (Gregson et al., 2010b) & 
practices (repair, donate, reuse, recycle...)?...Which kind of knowledges, expertises and 
resources are mobilized?
* Which role are citizens playing (or could play) for dealing with e-waste in a more 
sustainable way?... Which are their present and potential connections & disconnections for 
getting it?
* Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present “e-Waste Regime” (Gille, 
2010)?...Who is/isn’t recognized as “citizen” and expert?...Who and how is reclaiming their 
citizenship (Mouffe, 1993; Mezzadra, 2008; Spivak, 1985; Mbembe, 2008) and expertise 
(Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; Jasanoff, 2005)?
**
To sump up, the conflicts we have exposed here could be understood under a general 
diagram that represents a tension of centrifugal & centripetal forces that fight for trying to 
keep or transform the quality, meaning and material moving boundaries of computer into e-
waste inside a limited system that is conceived, otherwise, as progressively lineal and 
unlimited. All the different experiences, proposals, measures and practices I have exposed 
could be aligned with any of these two kind of forces. In this sense, we are talking about 
fluidity and performativity of materials, ontologies and agencies. Then, the two main 
questions that go under and along this time-line are:

− How does a computer become e-waste? and...How does a computer keep being a 
computer?



**
After describing some of the conditions of this particular "e-Waste Regime", we want to 
know which is the role of citizenship in this political and ontological tension, how do they 
participate on it, and how they deal with this two extreme points. More specifically...
* How the tension between centripetal & centrifugal forces display during every lifespan’s 
stages? How do people transit in their daily life from one edge to the other?
* Which are the limits between computer & e-waste’s definitions?... How do citizens define 
& redefine creatively computers in their daily life?
* Which practices, materialities and meanings are trying to keep into or expel computers 
from a limited system of resources?... Under which limits & conditions do they operate?
* Which ecological, economical, socio-technical & political effects emerge from these 
citizen definitions of computer and e-waste? 
* Which kind of citizenship/expertise emerge from or respond to this “e-Waste Regime” 
(Gille, 2010)?
**
And for finishing my presentation, I just want to expose very briefly my proposal of 
methodology and fieldwork.
Through qualitative methods and an ethnographic approach, I plan to follow three main 
steps:
1) An exploratory preliminary survey about practices and meanings of people about their 
consume, daily use, maintenance of computers and responses to e-waste. The objective is 
not making a representative analysis of citizens practices and habits, but a general outlook 
of the optimal variability and most heterogeneity of practices. This will let us know the 
range of practices we'll then need to explore more deeply and their grade of innovation or 
reproduction regarding to the actual “waste & computing regime”.  

2) For the moment, we have found quite a few experiences, projects and citizen concerned 
groups where we could develop a focus ethnography for a short-term and in an intensive 
time of data collection. With all these experiences, we try to cover the most of the 
computers lifespan's stages: since the internal boycott from workers, until the informal 
network of recyclers in Barcelona, going through some users' proposals, a digital Support 
Network for Reusing Computers, or an experimental weekly workshop dedicated to Open 
Source Hardware.

3) The analysis of these two first ethnographical stages, will be the inputs for some next in-
depth interviews with key informants & stakeholders implied in different projects and 
policies around ewaste. This dialogical moment will serve as an advisory and contrasting 
space for refining our final analysis and proposals.

That's all. Thank you for your patience. 


